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cf the 'Lotus' and other fully-developed Mahayana texts.
On its Lotus-throne and vast halo are incised the fair
forms of Bodhisattvas of whom two are here illustrated,
and the whole vast cathedral was planned as a microcosm
^witl the sun at its centre, symbol of the indwelling
Suddha—source of light and life. It was the work of Gyogi,
and a later Japanese artist has admirably reconstructed the
gorgeous scene of its dedication when the eyes were
painted in the 'life-giving' ritual, three years after the
emperor Shomu had gone into a monastery. He has come
bad to his court for the great occasion and is standing in
T&ng costume before the vast Lotus-throne: behind mm,
ranlc upon rank, are the courtiers and officials with their
insignia, and on a level with him are seated the great
monks Gyogi and Bodhisena with shaven heads and rich
brocades from the looms of the mainland and India, Behind
them are ordered lines of monks chanting the slokas of
Buddhist devotion—new forms of old sun-worship very
well suited to Japanese ideas. They have passed down long
avenues of giant trees, and between the decorated screens
now preserved in the treasury of Nara. Before them the
of pip£ &nd lute tell of the long journey of Buddhism,
and of the synthesis of many cultures, and masked actors
solemnly pacing, remind all, courtier and monk and em-
peror, of the transiency of human pomp.
Many of these masks and instruments are preserved in
the Shosoin—a simple log-cabin to house such treasures.
On a lovely black lute inlaid with silver and gold are three
musicians seated under a tree, and the very Confucian
inscription:
Notes of the lute purify the mind,
As the calm of uprightness comes o'er it.
Peace prevails, vulgarity flees, lewdness departs,
Joy and harmony are in right and moderation.
But luxury prevailed at a Court eagerly imitating the splen-
dours of Ch'ang-a'n as Nara imitated its general plan and its
massive architecture. Here to-day one may see not only

